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Abstract
In this present economic situation, the use of freelance workers, whose role in organizations runs side by side
with that of full time workers, is becoming increasingly more important. The joint presence of these two very
different forms of human resource, represents an important challenge to Human Resource Management, which
has to adequately exploit the qualities of those who work within the organization, irrespective of the type of
contractual ties they may have. Managerial literature has come up with limited contributions on this topic and
without finding effective solutions to the integrated management of such an assortment of human resources. In
this paper we contribute to fill this literature gap by proposing a conceptual model concerning how using digital
platforms and co-working spaces may facilitate the company’s human resource management. This particular
model outlines how these two instruments can assist the work of HR managers, especially with the conception
and implementation of recruitment and motivational processes.
Keywords: co-working spaces, digital platforms, gig economy, organizational change, hr management
1. Introduction
In this present economic situation, the idea that the labor market is undergoing profound transformation, is
becoming increasingly more accepted. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, more than 53 million
Americans earn income from untraditional forms of labor. This is a stunning number of people if you consider
that we are talking about 1 in 3 American workers. You frequently hear people talk about the growth of the
so-called “freelancer economy” (Schrader, 2015), which is a form of economy in which full time and steady
employment both lose their central role in favour of contractors (Storey et al., 2005), who operate autonomously
and without stable work ties to any particular company. The number of temporary works is set to increase over
the next few years, with this trend not only involving lowly qualified workers, but also concerning fields with a
high concentration of professional workers (Miller & Miller, 2012).
The presence of freelancers is seen as an essential condition for acquiring specialised skills and for improving
innovative processes within an organization (Burke & Cowling, 2015). Some researchers talk of “micro-work”
or “click-work” (Webster, 2016) for highlighting the role Internet has in this recent tendency, which is rewriting
the rules of engagement in this current economic context. The fact that there are so many freelance workers
should not, however, mean that their role lessens that of full-time workers. In an interesting article, for example,
Barley and Kunda (2006) quote the words of a renowned business strategist, Charles Handy, who asserts that
flexibility is the key to survival in a global economy and that this flexibility can only be achieved by using
freelance workers within the business. Handy’s idea is that these workers should be used alongside full-time
employees so as, in the event of problems arising, the company can continue to rely on its own employees and
easily freeing itself of contractors. Even with differing dynamics, the situation that is occurring on the labor
market and, subsequently, within organizations themselves, is an authentic process of the co-presence of
employees and independent workers. In such a similar situation, the role of Human Resource Management
becomes crucial, and it has to able to show that is able to manage, in an integrated manner, both types of workers,
in order to avoid losing the synergy of its employees to that of the contactors, and vice versa. Starting with a
review of the most important economic and managerial literature on this topic, we can start to identify those
factors, in the presence of which organizations can nowadays more easily come into contact with and manage
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this increasingly wide ranging field of Human Resources. There are at least two elements that appear to assist
HRM policies and that help make these policies more effective, especially with regards to recruitment and
motivation. These are digital platforms and co-working spaces. Both elements are unique features of this
emerging economic context, referred to by many as the “gig-economy” (Zumbrun, 2016). Despite the fact that
this issue is common knowledge, academic literature appears to pay little attention to the matter. The aim of this
article is to create a starting point for future contributions by those researchers who decide to concentrate on this
very current theme, by supplying support to new managerial practices aimed at the management of an ever
increasing range of human resources. The aim of this article is also that of conveying the idea that the proper use
of digital platforms and co-working spaces can lead to the strategic use of Human Resources which, in an
economy ever increasingly based on knowledge, represent the true source of distinction and success of a
company.
2. Gig Economy and Forms of Freelance Workers
While there is still no clear and unequivocal definition of the “gig economy”, we can still trace the most
important features of this particular aspect of the economic scene, within which the traditional forms of labor
seem to have less importance than before. We can consider the “gigers” as being those who earn their livelihood
with an occupation that has no job continuity or stability. All of the transactions relative to this form of
employment are usually applied to the fields of digitalized professions. And it is thanks to digital technology that
engagement between those who look for freelance workers and freelance workers themselves, can take place.
And while these are two extremely different elements, we can often confuse the “gig economy” with the “sharing
economy”. Even though the two concepts can partially be overlapped, there is no full connection between the
two in terms of objectives and relational dynamics. The gig economy, on the other hand, is mainly based on
employment deriving from online platforms. According to some, this new economic context will lead to a slow
but inevitable decline in full time employment, traditionally linked to fixed hours and salaries. With this in mind,
the contractor’s work is definitely less secure, and this can only have a negative impact in terms of motivation
for those who have the role of a freelancer within companies who take them on.
According to Sara Horowitz, the founder of Freelancers Union, “Freelancing is the new normal” and the
“Freelancing in America: 2016” report (Note 1), a yearly independent research commissioned by Freelancers
Union and Upwork, both seem to confirm this notion. The voice of these workers will increasingly be heard at a
political level. And as the report states, it appears that two out of three independent workers are inclined to vote
for candidates who support the interests of freelancers, whose weight at an economical level is already
considerable. Data obtained (Freelancing in America Report, 2016) suggests that freelancers earned
approximately a trillion dollars during 2015. Some people become freelancers out of need, while many others do
so by choice, a choice dictated by the desire to receive higher recognition as a worker, and by having the
opportunity to decide on their working hours with greater flexibility. One of the reasons that the number of
freelancers continues to rise can be found in the fact that it is an occupation which guarantees a great deal of
flexibility. If, on the one hand, independent workers can more easily manage their daily routines, they can also
find additional work, alongside that of their main occupation. In this way, a freelancer has considerably more
opportunities to earn a double income compared to a regular employee.
Obviously, the explanation of this enormous growth in this form of employment, is technology. Many freelancers
can easily offer their services thanks to the wide range of innovative digital instruments, which are ever
increasingly connected to small and large worldwide networks of companies and workers, and which can be
accessed by any type of electronic device.
The fact, however, that this sector is undergoing continuous expansion, must not lead us to presume that the field
of freelancing is without its problems. Once again, according to the “Freelancing in America” report,
independent workers worry about a number of problems that concern their profession. The main concern regards
the uncertainty surrounding their income and the worry of not receiving adequate payment for their services.
Secondly, there is the question of medical insurance. Not having full-time employment means that often they
find it difficult to obtain insurance policies that can guarantee the highest level of coverage for the workers and
their families.
The expression “freelancer” does itself contain a multitude of meanings and which, as we will see in the
following paragraphs, can be interpreted in various ways. Etymologically speaking, the term derives from
medieval jargon for describing “freelance” mercenary warriors whose services were not exclusively offered to
any single master. Nowadays, freelancers are people who negotiate on their own behalf with an employer who is
interested in specific professional aspects that only a freelancer can offer.
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Seeing as the term “freelancer” is, in itself, far too generic, let’s try to shed some light on some of the meanings
that are usually associated with it. The “Freelancing in America” report sets out 5 different categories of this type
of worker:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Independent contractors
Diversified workers
Moonlighters
Freelance Business Owner
Temporary workers

In the following paragraphs we’ll discover the characteristics of each of these categories and learn how their
presence plays an important role in the freelance economy.
2.1 Independent Contractors
This is the largest category of freelancers. They are workers who do not have one single employer and who carry
out their profession in complete autonomy. Their services are temporary and are linked, on an ad-hoc basis, to
specific projects. The amount of freedom with which independent contractors carry out their profession means
that they can manage their work and spare time with wide margins of autonomy. This is the complete opposite to
full-time employees who have little freedom in balancing these two aspects.
If contractors, therefore, have the option of operating in complete autonomy, this is, above all, due to ICT
technology which, more or less, allows people to work anywhere in the world and at anytime (Sayah, 2013).
Issues of the utmost relevance have, in the past, been raised about the figure of the independent contractor. As
Reilly mentions (2015), this category of freelancer should be correctly classified, as very often their role within
an organization is very similar that of an employee, and that it can become difficult to distinguish between the
two.
An emblematic case was that of Microsoft which, in the eighties, employed a large number of contractors who
became so fully integrated into its workforce that in the end it found itself forced to acknowledge their status as
employees, therefore having to pay all relative taxes to this new and effectively permanent workforce. The
problem of misclassification is one that is extremely prominent in countries like the United States, where
companies often hire workers as independent contractors, so as to deprive these workers of certain benefits and
avoid the expenses of higher salary conditions. According to some researchers, the wide use of contractors
within an organization can be explained by the latter’s desire to reduce operating costs while maintaining a high
level of flexibility while, at the same time, opening its doors to newer skills (Lemmon et al., 2016). The use of
contractors can lead to cost reductions on many fronts. One of these concerns the cost of personnel training.
Contractors, in fact, bring to the organization their own means, their own skills and experience, reducing high
training costs incurred by employers, which they would otherwise be forced to meet for their employees.
2.2 Diversified Workers
This is a category of workers who build their income by having different occupations. In one particular week, for
example, a person could work as a secretary, as a tour guide, and as a proof writer. Literature on the subject does
not specifically deal with this category of freelancer, even though in the United States alone, there are around
15.2 million diversified workers. At a first glance, it would appear that this category of worker contributes very
little to the growth of a company. This is not the case however. Let’s take, for example, a company experiencing
a staggering rate of growth, such as Uber. In this case, the task of transporting people, the core business activity
of the Californian colossal, is assigned to diversified workers. Independent workers usually find it hard to
maintain themselves by solely working as a Uber driver and it is for this reason that the definition diversified
worker is particularly adapt to the context of this type of business. The Uber example helps us to highlight the
fact that in the context of the gig economy, not all freelancers are the same. And it’s for this reason that not all of
them contribute to the growth of the business in the same way and to the same extent. We should then consider
that a diversified worker possesses skills that can be used in various and often very far ranging fields. Here we
find another difference between diversified workers and the independent contractors that we mentioned earlier.
The latter carry out a more specific line of work and operate with greater incisiveness in the organizational
framework in which they work.
2.3 Moonlighters
Moonlighters are professionals who, most of the time, have a generally stable occupation, outside of which they
have a secondary occupation from which they earn additional income, on top of the income earned from their
main occupation. The classical example of a moonlighter is that of a teacher who, in the mornings works at a
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school and then offers private lessons from home in the afternoons. Contrary to the diversified worker,
moonlighters have a full-time occupation and prefer to dedicate their skills to activities similar to their principle
field of work, and while the diversified worker carries out very different forms of work, the moonlighter will
generally remain in the same professional sphere. The moonlighter is an abnormal category of freelancer. This
type of worker does, in fact, already have a full-time occupation and could, therefore, avoid the burden of having
a second job. Some say that by virtue of this indisputable evidence, some moonlighters have a second occupation
as they are strongly attracted to the idea of being able to avoid paying taxes and therefore earn an income which
is completely free of all forms of duties (Oliver, 1993).
In this respect, moonlighting is considered to be related to so-called unreported employment, in other words,
types of employment that the State is unaware of. Various studies have dealt with this “invisible” labor market
(Meriküll & Staehr, 2010), underlining how difficult it is to supply precise data on this trend, especially if we
consider that workers involved prefer to remain anonymous (Schneider F. & Enste D.H., 2000). As a result, the
“shadow economy” is a very difficult argument to deal with, especially due the causes that go towards creating it.
With regards to this, a number of methods have been put forward to suggest how to carry out exhaustive research
on this topic (Dell’Anno, 2016). Turning our focus back to this article, we can, without doubt, assert that the
presence of moonlighters within modern organizations should be carefully monitored in order to comprehend the
extent to which the current global productive structure depends on the undeclared workforce and, as a result, the
level of influence it has on the shadow economy.
2.4 Freelance Business Owner
This is a person who is half way between being an independent contractor and a business owner. The freelance
business owner is, in fact, he or she who employs one or more employees for offering a particular service. This
would be the case of a communications expert who appoints him or herself as the head of a team of people in
order to set up an agency. In that way, the services offered by the freelancer are enhanced by the presence of
other workers. The freelance business owner can appear to be a professional hybrid figure which is difficult to
place in any determined category. In essence, however, this is a freelancer who employs other freelancers for
conducting a freelance business. Unlike a business owner, the freelance business owner takes on fewer risks and
doesn’t concentrate on the same line of business for long periods, as he or she is mainly concentrated on single
projects.
Furthermore, the freelance business owner runs a business enterprise in which he is personally involved, and this
is a further difference between freelance business owners and a traditional business owner who, in truth, never
employs him or herself. In order to work as a freelancer in an economically sustainable manner, and for
guaranteeing acceptable standards of efficiency and effectiveness to his business, some people suggest that the
freelancer should think like a business owner (Goodman, 2010). In this way, an entrepreneurial approach would
help the freelancer to control with extreme care a series of indicators that can reveal the progress of his or her
business, such as the hours dedicated to each project, administrative costs and financial requirements. From this
point of view, the freelance business owner appears to be the most adapt person to apply this kind of approach.
The relationship between freelance enterprises and businesses is at the centre of a debate involving academic
research. According to some, freelancing should be recognized as a form of business enterprise (Kitching &
Smallbone, 2012) as this approach would lead to clear advantages in conceptualizing and interpreting the
phenomena in a statistically more accurate manner.
2.5 Temporary Workers
This is a category of freelance worker that has a single employer or, in any case, a single project to which they
are dedicated. Their occupational status is temporary in the sense that, unlike an independent contractor, their
services are not used over a continuous period of time but for short and specific periods, with gaps and
interruptions, meaning that there are moments in which the worker is completely inactive. This is an example of
companies that hire seasonal personnel. The business of these companies can increase, for example, during
summertime or Christmas holidays, in periods of the year, therefore, when the number of employees is
insufficient for meeting demand for products and / or services, which substantially increases during these periods.
A large number of employers find that resorting to temporary workers is an advantage, as most of these workers
have already been through a preliminary selection process with specific agencies which test the real merits of the
workers’ expertise and the potential contribution they can supply to the business in which they will be placed.
This category of worker represents a considerable proportion of freelancers, so much so that between 1998 and
2008 the number of so-called TAW (Temporary Agency Workers) doubled (CIETT, 2010). According to some,
these agencies supply a valuable service to organizations as they help to provide greater flexibility to the labor
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market, at lower labor costs, with less responsibility for HR managers and lower expenses for organizations in
terms of recruitment and salaries (Torka, 2004).
With regards to temporary workers, there are significant psychological aspects which should be considered. One
of the most important is definitely that of commitment, which is particularly difficult to strengthen as workers
hired for a short period of time will unlikely feel the desire to be committed with any particular enthusiasm and
intensity to the business they will be working for. Some branches of research, however, show that good training
techniques for temporary workers can generate surprising and positive results in terms of commitment (De
Cuyper & De Witte, 2008;).
3. The Impact of Digital Platforms at an Economic-Organizational Level and New Techniques Used by
Human Resource Management in Recruitment Processes
The presence of digital instruments in the world of labor, which help to connect the supply and demand of labor,
have become increasingly prominent over the past years. The new agents, on top of the traditional agencies, are
those digital platforms where people that are looking for employment can engage with organizations and assess
their requirements. Digital platforms are completely transforming the labor market and the means by which
organizations focus on hiring new staff. The “Connecting talent with opportunity in the digital age” (2015) report
by McKinsey clearly illustrates the impact digitalization has had on a global scale. Experts claim that by 2015
digital platforms will add $ 2700 billion to the global GDP. This is a significant amount and it demonstrates how
finding new employment becomes quicker and more effective. Thanks to these new digital platforms, for
example, anyone can take up professions that best suit their skills and experience. In countries with particularly
high unemployment rates, being able to create a more dynamic labor market is an undeniable advantage.
Organizations that use these instruments do not only use them for placing new personnel into their organization,
but for improving the motivational aspect of their workers as well. According to the McKinsey report, the use of
these platforms is linked to a 9% productivity increase and a reduction in recruitment costs of around 7%. If, on
the one hand, it seems clear that technology is changing the labor market (Howard 2015), on the other hand,
academic research has so far failed to show any tangible interest in the connection between the use of digital
platforms and the increase in the number of independent workers. On this last topic in particular, there are no
official statistics that outline in any precise manner the extent of this trend (Manyiika et al., 2015). When we
discuss the role of digital intermediaries in the world of labor, we should carefully consider the influence that
platforms such as LinkedIn, Monster and TaskRabbit have. Thanks to these platforms, millions of people around
the world have access to professional openings that they would otherwise not have or even know about. The
offer and demand on these sites meet up quickly and easily, allowing a huge reduction in the amount of time a
worker remains idle, workers who have a greater chance of moving from one position to another without being
unemployed for too long.
The McKinsey report distinguishes three categories of digital platforms:
1) Platforms that offer the opportunity of finding work and workers; sites such as LinkedIn, Monster,
Vault, Indeed, Careerbuilder, Xing and Glassdor fall into this category,
2) Platforms that create a connection between those who are looking for a particular service, and those in
the position to offer that service. In this category we find sites such as Uber, TaskRabbit, Angie’s List,
Upwork and Amazon Home Service;
3) Platforms that discover and manage talent. Examples of these sites are Good.co, Payscale and
ReviewSnap.
One of the main characteristics of these sites is that workers can freely choose the type of employment they are
looking for, as well as the companies for which they would like to work. In the same way, an employer can set
out the minimum requirements candidates should have for any particular position. On a larger scale, the impact
digital platforms have can be perceived with particular regards to an increase in the flexibility of the labor
market. This flexibility has very evident consequences with regards to productivity, true salaries and levels of
unemployment (Davis & Haltiwanger, 2014). The theme of flexibility is one that has great importance in
economic literature (Shimer, 1998, 2001; Molloy et al., 2016; Flek et al., 2015) where we can find evidence of a
strong connection between a low level of flexibility of the labor market and the deterioration of the economical
performance of that particular country. If digital platforms, therefore, produce greater flexibility and, as a result,
improvements in unemployment levels, real salaries and productivity, we can deduce that the expansion of this
new instrument for recruitment will, in the long term, provide considerable economical advantages. Researchers
have yet to provide any solid contributions to this topic, and they have not yet concentrated on the direct link
between the expansion of these digital platforms and the economical performance at an industrial or national
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level. For the time beingg, we can focuus on the reporrts described inn fig.1, while ffuture attentionn should be pa
aid to
the factorss outlined in figg.2.

Figure 1.

There are sttill no specific contributions regarding the link between ddigital platform
ms and the growth
of econnomical indexees

Figure 2. It would be innteresting to deetermine if andd in which wayy the use of diggital platformss helps to imprrove
econoomical indexess
Fig. 2, in ssome ways, suummarises the rreasons why itt is important tto discuss digiital platforms aand the impactt they
have on thhe labor market. This markett is, in fact, goiing through a pperiod of profoound change w
where online digital
platforms will play an inncreasingly im
mportant role. T
The use of diggital social insttruments is cuurrently boomin
ng as
never befoore, especially if one considers that aroundd 29% of the w
world populattion has at leasst one active social
s
account (W
We Are Sociaal, 2016). If, tthen, we turn our attentionn from the maacroeconomic context to that of
organizatioonal aspect, we can not fail tto consider thee impact these social platform
ms are having on human reso
ource
managemeent mechanism
ms, while manyy researchers aare already outtlining the exteent of this currrent transform
mation
(Poba-Nzaaou et al., 2016). Digital plaatforms are reevolutionizing the way in w
which organizattions commun
nicate
with the ooutside world, making their influence felt in numerous aspects of thee life of an orgganization, suc
ch as
marketing, operations annd human resources (Aral et al., 2013).
w
Due to thhe fact that thhese instruments are relativvely new, thee various engaagement mechhanisms by which
employerss come into conntact with worrkers has yet too be explored iin any detail. O
One of the channges is the creation
and sharinng of knowledgge which, morre than ever beefore, can speeed up innovatioon processes thhanks to the way
w it
is created and shared. Over
O
the past few years, sppecific studiess have been carried out on techniques hu
uman
resource m
managers can use
u to deal wiith the new chhallenges presented by technnology. In thiss field of rese
earch,
there is a rrange of contrributions by thhe Strategic HR
RM itself (Lenngnick-Hall et al. 2009; Marrler & Parry, 2016)
2
and of thee so-called e-H
HRM (Strohmeeier, 2007; Ruuël & van der Kaap, 2012). According to Marler and Fisher
F
(2013) thee two fields off research are closely conneected, even iff we can not ddescribe it as a random stra
ategic
approach bbetween humaan resources annd e-HRM. Thhe appearance of these two bbranches of reesearch is relatively
new, and in both cases the emphasis is placed on the role that human resourrce managemeent can play within
w
organizatioons when it coomes to implem
menting changges, thus minim
mizing personnnel management costs. It is a fact
that the roole of HR has changed sincee the introducttion of Interneet, helping the creation of ann ever increasingly
tight relatiionship betweeen workers’ skkills and the buusiness objecttives of the com
mpany, even iif some researc
chers
stress thaat such relatioonship is nott always achhievable (Marrler, 2009). T
The Strategic Human Rese
earch
Managemeent (SHRM) can
c be observed from two different angles:: the strictly sttrategic angle, which assesse
es the
impact of H
HR policies onn the basis of tthe engagemennt the businesss has with the outside world (Porter, 1985)), and
the angle w
which has closer ties to the Resource-Bassed View (Pennrose, 1959). Inn the first casee, while the im
mpact
on the outtside world is considered too be a determinning factor, goood human resource management policiess can
only be suuccessful to thee extent of its alignment to tthe overall straategies of the business. In thhe second case
e, the
determininng factor is connsidered to bee the ability off the organizatiion to place itss intellectual w
wealth at the centre
of its businness strategies. If we observee the SHRM frrom the RBV ppoint of view, we can determ
mine how impo
ortant
the role of human resouurce is in organizations whhich endeavor to invest in tthe creation annd development of
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knowledgee. Dealing withh the impact thhat digital platfforms have onn the internal laabor organizatiion of businessses is
somewhat like revisitingg the discussioon regarding tthe relationshiip between tecchnology and organizations. In a
famous arrticle, Orlikow
wski and Scottt (2008), afterr having review
wed four of tthe world’s leaading management
journals (T
The Academy of Managemennt Journal, Thhe Academy off Managementt Review, Adm
ministrative Sciience
Quarterly and Organizaation Science),, came to the conclusion thaat over 95% oof the articles published betw
ween
January 19997 and Decem
mber 2006 failed to take intoo any form of cconsideration tthe role playedd technology within
w
organizatioons. In other words,
w
technollogy appears tto be considereed as an evaneescent factor aand with very little
importancee, despite its presence becooming evermoore widespreaad and essential. After haviing reviewed 2027
articles, O
Orlikowski and Scott discoveered that precisse reference w
was made to thee impact technnology is havin
ng on
organizatioons in only 100 articles (4.9% of the tootal). Some researchers agreee in claimingg that this form of
indifferencce has intensiffied over the laast 30 years (Z
Zammuto et all., 2007), just at the time whhen technology
y has
been increeasing its preseence in organizzations. This sttatistic leaves us somewhat bbewildered as it suggests tha
at the
academic w
world has disttanced itself from certain subbjects, right at the time whenn it should, onn the other han
nd, be
treating thhem with far greater
g
attentioon. One possiible explanatioon could lie inn the fact thatt the technolo
ogical
transformaation has beenn so rapid and unpredictablee, that the abiliity to comprehhend could noot keep up with the
speed of pprogress (Orlikkowski & Scottt, 2008). The rrelationship beetween technollogy and organnizations inevitably
has a largee influence onn the role of H
HR, which is w
why we hear more often abbout electronicc Human Reso
ource
Managemeent (e-HRM). This subject ddeals with the use of electronic instrumentts as support ffor human reso
ource
managemeent and has beeen conceptuaalized in a metthodical mannner by Strohm
meier (2007), inn addition to other
earlier conntributions on this subject (S
Stanton & Cooovert, 2004). H
HRM can carrry out numeroous operations with
electronic support, evenn if, when speaaking about diigital platform
ms, we only thiink essentially of the recruitment
phase, so m
much so that we
w often speakk explicitly aboout e-Recruitm
ment (Sylva & M
Mol, 2009). As we have just seen,
digital plattforms are havving an impact on the labor m
market and orgganizations likee never before. More specific
cally,
what has changed is the way human resource proffessionals opeerate. While thhere are similaarities in the ways
various maanagers use eleectronic instruuments for recrruitment and ppersonnel manaagement, theree can be differe
ences
in individdual fields of industry. Forr example, Giibbs and his colleagues (2015) studied the impact digital
platforms are having onn HR roles in tthe hospitalityy industry. It shhould be stresssed that the platforms espec
cially
designed ffor the labor market
m
are not the only ones to have a moore or less direect impact on tthe business world.
w
Alongside sites like LinkkedIn and TaskRabbit, we shhould also connsider the role of social meddia sites (Faceb
book,
Twitter, Innstagram, Snappchat,…) whicch, while not ddirectly conneected to the am
malgamation oof labor supply
y and
demand, tthey can, how
wever, influennce the way w
workers are pperceived and subsequentlyy recruited by
y HR
managers (Girard et al., 2013). In otheer words, we shhould considerr digital platforrms as being a wide ranging field
within which both laborr and social pllatforms are coontained. Fig. 3 explains thee relationship bbetween the use
u of
digital plaatforms (“for work”
w
and “soocial”) and the new role pllayed by Hum
man Resource Management, with
specific reeference to the recruitment phhase.

Figure 3. T
The use of digiital platforms bby HRM has vvarying impactts on the recruitment processs, depending on the
types off platforms useed

Not all diggital platformss are the same and even those not specificcally designedd for the labor market can ha
ave a
bearing onn decisions maade by HRM w
when it comess to recruiting new personneel. Without anny doubt, platfforms
such as LiinkedIn help too identify thosse workers whhose characteristics are moree suitable to thhose the busine
ess is
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looking foor. A worker can, in fact, ppromote the eentire range oof his or her eexpertise on tthese sites, pla
acing
emphasis, for example, on
o any of theirr particularly sstrong professiional expertisee that may attrract the attentio
on of
HR professsionals. We shhould be awarre, however, thhat identificatiion is not enouugh for findingg employmentt. HR
managers very often loook at social media profilees of selectedd candidates bbefore summooning them fo
or an
interview, or immediateely after the iinterview, in oorder to obtaiin a more dettailed picture of the candid
date’s
“lifestyle”. From this pooint of view, ssocial networkks represent a fforce that influuences the perrception a man
nager
may have of a particularr candidate, as often the attenntion is not only focused on what the persoon can do, but also,
and somettimes above all,
a on the valuues the candiddate holds andd the messagees he or she cconveys from their
personal ddigital space. Itt’s no mystery,, therefore, thaat a lot of empployers read thee social pages of those who offer
themselvess as candidatess for employm
ment, in order tto decide whethher to employ them or otherrwise (Branden
nburg,
2008; Brow
wn & Vaughn,, 2011). The im
mpact digital pplatforms have on HR practicces are not onlly felt in the prrivate
sector but it is also starrting to be thee subject of sttudies in the ppublic administration sectorr as well (Bry
yer &
Zavattaro, 2011; Tufts et
e al., 2015). IIf, on the one hand, we cann assert that soocial platformss can influence the
perceptionn an organizatiion may have oof a particularr candidate, onn the other hannd it is also truue that social media
m
can changee the perceptioon a worker m
may have of a ccertain organizzation (Melian--Gonzalez & B
Bulchand-Gidu
umal,
2016). Over the past yeaars, numerous websites havee been createdd where opinions and evaluattions are expre
essed
by workerrs regarding a particular oorganization. T
This trend is known as woorker electronnic word of mouth
m
(weWOM)) (Van Hoye & Lievens, 2009). It is impoortant for us too remember thhe dual nature of this percep
ption,
due to the fact that sociaal platforms acccentuate, in booth a negative and a positivee manner, not oonly the image
e of a
worker, buut also that off an employerr. It becomes cclear, thereforre, that if a pootential candiddate has a neg
gative
perceptionn, this can keepp him or her aaway from a pparticular businness, resultingg in this busineess appearing to be
unappealinng and whichh therefore ppotentially missses out on skilled candiddates. The fuunction of HR in
implementting recruitmennt strategies, is that of underrstanding how
w to use its sociial platforms iin the most suiitable
way. This game of recrruitment, in geeneral, and off perception inn particular, ruuns in both directions, from
m the
organizatioon to the indiividual and froom the individual to the buusiness. If “foor work” digittal platforms allow
a
individuals to identify a work opportunnity, and organnizations to spoot a potential ccandidate, in thhe same way social
s
platforms can act on recciprocal percepption between individuals annd organisationns. In a way, itt is as if fig.3 were
re-elaboratted from the point of view of job seekers. T
The result is shhown here in ffig. 4.

Figure 4. T
The use of digital platforms by job seekerss has varying im
mpacts on appplication processes, dependin
ng on
the type of ddigital platform
m used

As compeetition betweeen organisationns increases ffor acquiring the best talennts, those whho are looking
g for
employmeent certainly haave better instrruments for acccessing inform
mation regardinng their careerr. Today, candidates
have a bettter chance of negotiating thhan before, as information reegarding the suubject of theirr negotiations, such
as the salaaries of those who have a ssimilar occupaation, is more readily availaable (Phillips-W
Wren et al., 2016).
Manageriaal literature haas, more recenntly, emphasizzed the role thhat these sociaal platforms pplay in recruittment
processes. What, we bellieve, isn’t menntioned, is the fact that not aall of these plaatforms are thee same and, for this
reason, wee should distinnguish betweenn platforms specifically creaated for labor aand social plattforms. Each of
o the
two types of platform innfluences decisions made bby HR manageers and by canndidates on tw
wo different frronts,
identificatiion and percepption.
When we ttalk about idenntification, we are referring tto:
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T
The way in whiich an organizzation identifiees potential canndidates, on thhe basis of infoormation pertaining
too their professiional characterristics;
T
The way in whiich candidatess identify an orrganization forr which they w
would potentiallly like to work, on
thhe basis of infoormation pertaaining to the buusiness activitiies of the comppany.

When, how
wever, we talkk about percepttion, we are refferring to:
-

T
The way in whhich an organiization perceivves the candiddate, on the baasis of inform
mation pertainin
ng to
thheir extra-proffessional charaacteristics
T
The way in whhich the indiviidual perceivess the organizaation, on the basis of inform
mation pertainin
ng to
chharacteristics not
n entirely rellated to its bussiness activities.

Figure 5 shhows a summaary of the conttents of figure 3 and figure 4.

Figure 55. Digital platforms have ann impact on thhe identificatioon and percepption processees, from both the
t
HR
RM’s and Jobb Seeker’s poiint of view
HRM identifiees and perceivves a potential candidate. If both
Digital plaatforms influence the way iin which the H
processes are successfull, it becomes very likely thhat the recruitm
ment phase wiill be reached. In the same way,
these samee platforms innfluence the w
way in which thhe job seeker identifies andd perceives a pparticular busiiness.
Even in thhis case, if bothh processes havve a successfuul outcome, thee chances are tthat the candiddate will apply for a
position inn that particullar business. It is apparennt that, on thee whole, digittal platforms nnot only influ
uence
perceptionn and identificcation by bothh the HRM annd the job seeeker, but that tthey also havee a bearing on
n the
engagemennt between application and rrecruitment. Itt is also clear tthat without a specific appliication, recruittment
would beccome impossibble and that, in the same w
way, without the wish to rreach the recruuitment phase
e, the
applicationn would not generate the deesired effect. T
The table show
wn in fig. 5 is particularly reepresentative of
o the
fields in w
which both busiiness and indivviduals with a strong digital vocation operaate.
4. The imp
pact Co-work
king Spaces haave on Motivaational Managgement Proceesses
Over the llast few years a large scale phenomenon has been takinng place, whicch is the shariing of work sp
paces
between em
mployees and independent w
workers. Co-w
working is som
mewhat more thhan just simplyy sharing an office.
It is an oppportunity for social interactioon, the sharingg of knowledgee, the continuoous engagemennt between workers,
who may even work in fields that aree very far aparrt. In 2015, it w
was calculatedd that globally there were arround
7800 co-w
working spacess with a growtth rate of 83%
% between 20112 and 2013 annd 36% betweeen 2014 and 2015
(Foertsch, 2013, 2015). According too some, Brad N
Neuberg was one of the firrst to use the tterm “co-work
king”
when, in 2005, he founnded the Hat Factory in Saan Francisco (Jones et al., 2009). The iddea at the basse of
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Neuberg’s initiative derived from a very simple observation. Until that moment, a worker could choose, when
choice was effectively available, between working in an office and working from home. The co-working space,
from this point of view, was a form of compromise. A way of disconnecting oneself from the stress of a large
office to the solitude of a home. For many, co-working today continues to be just this. In other words, an
opportunity for relational engagement outside the boundaries of a traditional office. It is from this relational
engagement that significant implications arise with regards to creation and exchange of knowledge. Over the
past few years, some researchers have concentrated their studies on the types of relationships that are created by
the closeness between workers within a co-working space, and the flow of knowledge that is thereby generated
(Parrino, 2015). The subject becomes particularly interesting if we consider the types of individuals that can be
found within a shared space. Traditionally, co-working was a method used by independent professionals who
worked as freelancers or who autonomously ran a business enterprise. Gradually, a new reality emerged which
saw other individuals inside the confines of these spaces. On this subject, Parrino (2015) outlines the
heterogeneity of the new co-working spaces, identifying three large groups of individuals who work inside these
spaces:
1) Freelancers;
2) Micro-businesses;
3) Employees or autonomous workers who work for organisations whose head offices are outside the
co-working space.
We should not be surprised, therefore, if an increasing number of organisations decide to set up their head offices
in spaces like this. The human resource managers in these organisations inevitably find themselves having to
face new dynamics of knowledge management. In these cases, managing knowledge is no longer a closed
process, a process which is born within the more or less clear confines of the business, but it becomes an open
process in which the flow of knowledge originates from its own workers as well as workers from other
organisations. This is the result of proximity between workers, which characterizes a large number of young
companies that decide to operate from within a shared structure, and where the presence of another business
literally becomes physical.
Inside these co-working spaces, companies not only let their own employees work but, in the same space, they
can also attempt to hire new freelancers. Genuine alliances based on the dynamics of co-working can be born
from methods of collaboration of this kind. These alliances can grow in the spaces where these individuals
physically work, or they can extend themselves beyond the material confines of the work space, leading to
virtual co-working (Andrade et al., 2013). The choice of co-working can be the source of numerous benefits.
Among these, many underline the clear benefit of being able to increase the general levels of work productivity
(Ross & Ressia, 2015), or that of being able to more easily gain access to a wide range of advanced skills,
without forgetting the improved results in terms of job satisfaction and work/life balance (Bosua et al., 2013).
If an organization is looking for so-called staff on demand, inside co-working spaces appears to be the ideal
place for engaging with freelance workers. As Kubàtovà (2014) does in fact remind us, freelancers are like small
business people who offer, from within their co-working spaces, their intellectual wealth to all those
organisations that require particular skills. This trend is definitely on the increase while very few studies on the
matter have researched in full the implications that this phenomena creates. Rus and Orel (2015) tried to discover
the reasons that explain the growth of these shared spaces. In their view, the “creative class” plays an important
role, a class which thrives on sharing knowledge and information. This category of worker finds co-working the
ideal place for satisfying this need for engagement. This type of explanation should be placed into the much
wider context of the profound change that the labor market has undergone over the last decade. Pfeffer and
Baron (1988), for example, realised twenty years ago that turning to outsourcing had strongly shaped the way in
which organisations related to their workers, underlining the emergence of an ever increasing use of outsourcing
in labor relations. The approach adopted by organisations within this field of reference, is a sign of changing
times. In this current economic context, we have moved from the age of competition to the age of cooperation
(Snow, 2015) and co-working, in this perspective, could well be considered as a means for simplifying, which is
the cause and effect of the changing scene in which organisations operate. Bouncken e Reuschl (2016), in one of
their recent articles, explicitly expressed their desire to introduce the matter of co-working spaces into
managerial science. In their opinion, the way in which this topic has been treated up until now, has not been of a
systematic nature. One of the points raised by the authors, and which they were keen to underline, was the fact
that all we know about co-working is the fact that it is of a semi-scientific nature, as it derives from sources that,
in most cases, have no form of influence in the economic and managerial fields. The study carried out by
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Spreitzer and colleagues (2015) is an exception to this state of affairs, a study where the authors tried to
comprehend why workers who operate inside co-working spaces appear to perform better than their colleagues
who work from traditional offices. After having interviewed numerous founders of co-working spaces, the study
outlined three fundamental factors, which can help to explain the connection between co-working and growth in
individual performance:
1) Workers who operate in co-working environments feel that their work has greater purpose;
2) There is a feeling that there is greater control of their work in co-working spaces;
3) “Co-workers” feel as if they are part of a community.
Seeing as the benefits that derive from this form of working environment are numerous and apparent, a lot of
businesses prefer resorting to using co-working spaces for certain activities, even if they already have their own
office space. In the same way, there are a lot of employees who, instead of going to work in their company’s
offices, prefer to work at a desk in a co-working space.
As we have already seen with digital platforms, even here there are significant implications for HRM that should
be underlined. In this particular case, the process that mostly comes into play is not that of recruitment but rather
that of operational management of human resources, in other words, those decisions that can affect the way in
which workers perceive their job and their role within the organization. To explain it in other words, the strategic
use of co-working spaces can have a direct impact on personnel motivation and, indirectly, on performance. Let’s
consider for a moment the question just posed regarding the importance of a person’s work. As Spreitzer and
colleagues (2015) affirm, those who work in co-working spaces treat their work with far greater importance.
Being surrounded by people who carry out professions different to their own, for example, can help to highlight
the unique qualities of a professional who, in an environment such as this, has no reason to have a competitive
attitude, as he or she will probably never come into contact with other people working on a similar project.
Working without this kind of pressure can help to reduce stress levels, and a worker who suffers from less stress
certainly has greater motivation to carry out his daily activities. In a co-working space, you are likely to come
into contact with people who need advice or who, quite simply, are looking for an exchange of ideas. In this case,
workers feel useful, not only to themselves, but to the people around them, and this can only have a positive
impact on their self-esteem. It goes without saying that this further example illustrates an obvious source of
motivation. At this stage, we can assert that co-working has beneficial effects in motivational terms, and this can
only be an important factor to consider for those who work with human resource management. Co-working can,
therefore, be used as a general motivational incentive in the sense that having the opportunity to work in a shared
space, in which the full independence of a worker can emerge, represents a strong incentive for everyone. In
some cases, for example, the mere fact of holding a meeting in an “on demand meeting room”, located inside a
co-working space, can break that sense of restriction felt by those you constantly work within the walls of the
business they work for. Fig. 6 shows us on which fronts future research should concentrate on in order to
examine the aspects of co-working practices relevant to HRM which can subsequently strengthen motivation
within a company. From the small amount of literature available to us on this topic, we can deduce that there are
three general areas where co-working has an effect:
1) work identity
2) sense of community
3) job control
The strengthening of these factors acts on the motivational aspect of the worker. As a result, HRM can, within
the boundaries allowed by the use of co-working, more easily manage motivational aspects in the sense that it
can be strengthened by acting upon one single source, rather than on three different sources.
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Figure 6. Working inside Co-workinng spaces cann improve the worker’s connditions on at lleast three fronts.
This type of iimprovement has a positivee effect on mootivation
Some businesses set upp their head offices inside cco-working sppaces or leavee their workers free to use them
(Waber et al., 2014; Spreeitzer et al., 20015). In both ccases, what is ssignificant is tthe effect this ddecision has on the
motivationnal aspects of workers.
w
With regarrds to the linkk between ideentity and motivation, there are various sttudies that expplain how the first
factor can lead to an incrrease in the seecond. Accordiing to widely ppublished theoories, work ideentity has a possitive
effect on engagement which, in turrn, inevitablyy leads to an increase in motivation (M
May et al., 2004;
2
Popova-Noowak, 2010). For
F this reasonn we can asserrt that if the coo-working spacce acts on idenntity which, in turn,
has an imppact on motivaation, there muust therefore bee a connectionn between co-w
working and m
motivation, albe
eit an
indirect onne. With refereence to this seccond connectioon, it should bee said that the generic term ssense of community
can take onn numerous meanings
m
according to the field in which it is used (Prettyy et al., 2006). Some experts have
recently spoken about the need to rreconsider buusinesses as iff they were ccommunities ((Mintzberg, 2009).
Nevertheleess, the sense of belonging tto a communitty, when we taalk about co-w
working, does not develop within
w
the boundaaries of the coompany, but inn spaces wheree one is surrouunded by workkers coming frrom different fields
f
and with diverse backggrounds. In thhis case, the m
method used for improvingg motivation iis different to that
normally uused. Usually, for example, H
HRM must deaal with activatiing processes aaimed at increasing commitm
ment,
as feeling part of a comppany in which you work helpps to increase motivation (M
Meyer & Allen, 1991). In the case
of co-workking, howeverr, it is alwayss the sense off belonging thaat triggers mootivation, but w
with the impo
ortant
difference that this is not
n a sense oof belonging tto the companny you work for, but to your communitty of
co-workerrs. In one sensee, the place in which the sennse of belonginng develops (seense of commuunity) and the place
p
in which thhe effect of thhis sense of bellonging (motivvation) produces its results, ddo not coincidde. Finally, we have
outlined a further conneection betweenn co-working, job control aand motivationn. The literaturre that is emerrging
about connnections betweeen co-working spaces and tthe psychologiical impact on workers, tells us that workin
ng in
an environnment which is accessible 24 hours a dday, helps to pprovide greateer control oveer a person’s work
(Spreitzer et al., 2015),, as they are free to decidee when and hhow long to w
work and to m
manage breakss and
workload ssharing in full autonomy, annd without, therrefore, having to endure the stress of strictt control over one’s
o
work. Mannagerial literatture, on the otther hand, ofteen talks about empirical eviddence showingg proof that co
ontrol
over a perrson’s work heelps that person to gain clear benefits in teerms of psychhophysical heaalth (Minchie et
e al.,
2004; Minnchie & West, 2004). If people who contrrol their own w
work are moree greatly motivvated and if, at
a the
same timee, co-working helps to carryy out this form
m of control, it therefore becomes evidentt that a connection
similar to that outlined in
i fig. 6 can be found. We w
would need to combine the ttraditional literrature, looking
g into
Human Reesource Managgement and Organisations, w
with the more recent studiess regarding co--working, so as
a we
can createe a new fram
mework, highlighting how nnew human reesource managgement processes can influ
uence
psychological and managgerial mechanisms which haave widely beeen discussed inn the past
5. Conclussions
The labor market is ever increasinglyy characterizeed by the pressence of indeppendent workeers who, in a very
generic w
way, are knownn as freelanceers. These woorkers make uup a large prroportion of thhe total workforce
currently ppresent in the current econoomic context and, for this rreason, in ordder to comprehhend their role
e, we
should inteerpret the concept of freelannce workers inn the correct w
way. In this artticle, we have tried to follow
w the
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differentiaation offered by
b “Freelancinng in Americca”, thanks to which we can deduce thaat each and every
e
freelancer plays a differrent role in thee so-called Gigg Economy. O
Organisations, oon the other hhand, are nowa
adays
having to m
manage Humaan Resources w
which are becooming more annd more variedd. If, in fact, oon the one hand the
presence oof contractors in business is increasing, on the other hhand, the rolee played by fuull-time worke
ers is
fundamenttal. As a resuult, HR manggers are moree increasingly finding them
mselves havingg to deal witth an
integrated personnel management syystem, in otheer words, a system which has the abiliity to enhance
e the
contributioons offered by
b both categgories of worrkers. After hhaving review
wed various sttudies taken from
manageriaal and economiical literature oon this topic, w
we found that there are at leaast two factorss that are becoming
fundamenttal for modernn organizationss, as they provvide support foor personnel m
management policies, with reg
gards
to both reccruitment and motivation. T
These factors arre: digital plattforms and co--working spaces. With regarrds to
digital plaatforms, we haave attempted tto focus on thhe role they play in the recruuitment processs, highlighting the
fact that noot all platform
ms are the samee. Despite the ffact that a largge number of reesearchers do not place emphasis
on the diffference betweeen these platfoorms, it has to be said that thhey have varyiing methods off use and purposes.
If, in fact, “for work” platforms such as LinkedIn aand TaskRabbit assist HRM
M in identifyingg workers, “so
ocial”
platforms such as Facebbook and Twittter help to catcch aspects of ppotential canddidates (values,, beliefs, lifesttyles)
that wouldd otherwise rem
main in the shaadows, and whhile these aspeccts are not direectly connectedd to the candid
date’s
professionnal skills, organnisations consider them as bbeing very impportant. With rregards to co-w
working space
es, on
the other hhand, the small amount of litterature that iss currently avaailable to us forr consultation tends to assert that
these spacces favour thee growth of aat least three psychologicall aspects of w
workers: workk identity, sensse of
communityy and job contrrol. A vast am
mount of literatuure is availablle on these threee factors whicch tell us without a
shadow off doubt that eaach of them llead to an impprovement in motivation. W
When we combbine, therefore
e, the
emerging literature on co-working w
with traditionaal literature foocusing on mootivation, we can conclude
e that
workers w
who operate witthin a shared sspace, experiennce a marked iimprovement in their perform
mance.
6. Implicaations for HRM
M
The currennt context of the
t so-called ““freelancer ecoonomy” sees oorganisations ttaking on new
w challenges, which
w
are mainlyy connected too personnel maanagement. Ass Human Resoources change, we need to reethink and rede
esign
those apprroaches whichh were used inn the past for rresolving worrker managemeent problems. Some of the most
important problems are those connectted to recruitm
ment and motivvation. An apppropriate use oof digital platfforms
and co-woorking spaces can
c lead to a sstrategic use oof Human Ressources, as taleented people nnot only have to be
enticed annd identified inn the correct w
way but, once tthey are hired, they have to bbe motivated iin the best posssible
way in ordder not to risk losing the preecious contribuution that can be gained from
m their individdual performances.
Nowadayss, these digital platforms reprresent one of tthe main gatew
ways to talent, and talent, in an economy which
w
is ever inccreasingly baseed on knowleddge, is the prinnciple source oof success and differentiationn. In the same way,
co-workinng spaces are raapidly boominng, a factor whhich leads us too ask precise qquestions as too the reason be
ehind
this trend. In all likelihoood, workers – freelance or otherwise – ffeel an ever inncreasing needd for autonomy
y and
self-determ
mination whenn it comes to m
managing theirr daily activities, and co-woorking spaces ssuccessfully sa
atisfy
these expeectations. Oncce again, thenn, the challengge facing HR
RM is that off adapting itseelf to management
proceduress and to the poolicies of our changing times, because neveer before has thhis change beeen so rapid.
Fig. 7 sum
ms up the theoretical approachh described in this article.

Figure 77. The use of diigital platform
ms and resortingg to co-workinng can assist H
HRM managem
ment in improviing
two im
mportant personnnel managem
ment processes,, such as those of motivationn and recruitmeent. In this way
y,
strategiic human resouurce managem
ment is simplifieed
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By using precise instruments or solutions, such as digital platforms and co-working, Human Resource
management can become strategically important in at least two ways. From the first point of view and with
regards to recruitment, digital platforms supply a more detailed picture of the candidate that is about to be hired.
In this way, the human resource that is about to be placed into the heart of the business, can be evaluated in
greater detail. From the second point of view and with regards to motivation, co-working improves the
psychological state of workers in a number of ways and this can only lead to an increase in individual
performances, indirectly improving the all-round performance of the organization.
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